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I - Text A

I - Text C

I - Text B

“Roman Catholics are not the only kind of Catholics in the world and
never have been. The most visible Catholic churches of the non-Roman
variety are the many Eastern Orthodox churches, which are largely
national in origin. The Russian Orthodox, the Byzantine Catholic, the
Armenian Orthodox, the Greek Orthodox, Syrian Orthodox, and many
others—all are Catholics, and all are completely independent of Rome.
(...) There are non-Roman Catholics in the West as well. The world-wide
Old Catholic Communion broke from the Roman Church in 1724 and
has member churches in many European countries. (...) Independent
Catholics are the fastest-growing variety of Catholic in the West. (...)
Many pockets of Independents look very much like Romans, some very
much like Orthodox, and some very much like Anglicans. And still
others are extremely idiosyncratic and look like no one but themselves.”

Plummer, John P.; Mabry, John R..Who Are The Independent Catholics?: An Introduction to the
Independent and Old Catholic Churches . Apocryphal Press.

“The Council states that the Church of Christ (...) acknowledges that
"many elements of sanctification and of truth can be found outside her
visible structure. These elements, however, as gifts properly belonging
to the Church of Christ, possess an inner dynamism towards Catholic
unity". It follows that these separated Churches and Communities (...) ,
have by no means been deprived of significance and value in the
mystery of salvation. For the Spirit of Christ has not refrained from
using them as means of salvation which derive their efficacy from the
very fullness of grace and truth entrusted to the Catholic Church.
Indeed, the elements of sanctification and truth present in the other
Christian Communities, in a degree which varies from one to the other,
constitute the objective basis of the communion, albeit imperfect,
which exists between them and the Catholic Church. To the extent that
these elements are found in other Christian Communities, the one
Church of Christ is effectively present in them.”

Pope St. John Paul II; Encyclical “Et Unum Sint”; 25th May 1995

“Judaism was to a great extent hostile to Hellenistic Civilisation and,
had Christianity remained entirely within the Hebrew cultural ambience,
its theology would have developed in very different ways. In particular,
it would probably have been content to affirmmerely that “Jesus is Lord”,
without inquiring too closely into the meaning of that affirmation. But
Christianity went beyond its Jewish roots and spread wherever
Hellenistic Civilisation was influential.

Had the majority of Jews not rejected the Gospel, it might not have
been taken to the Gentiles. As it was, Greek, not Hebrew or Aramaic,
was the first common language of the Church, the language of the New
Testament. One of the Church’s greatest achievements - one of the
great creative achievements in the History of the World - was to bring
about a synthesis between Christianity and Classical Civilisation, in the
highly sophisticated theology of the second through fifth centuries.

Christians realised quite early that the Evangelists and the Apostles did
not provide a detailed exposition of every aspect of their faith. Rather,
their writings were an embryo or seed, containing the whole of Divine
Revelation but subject to gradual unfolding, analogous to Human Life
from conception to old age. Insofar as they were able, believers were
required not to accept the teachings of their faith passively but to
explore them ever more deeply. Thus, with the tools of Greek
Philosophy, Christian Theology became philosophical.”

James Hitchcock PhD, Professor Emeritus of History at Saint Louis University, Op. Cit. pp 79-80,
“History of the Catholic Church” - Ignatius Press

DISCUSSION POINT A:

Drawing upon both texts A and B, in addition to the teachings and fundamental Tenets of
Christian Faith as expressed in the first seven Ecumenical Councils of the Early Church,
discuss focusing on the fundamental question “What does it actually mean to be Catholic?”.
You are free to approach the question, taking one or several of the many paths available, in
order to answer this question. You may consult materials and bibliography.

Max. Words: Up to 500 (1 A4 Page). Marking Points: Up to 10.

DISCUSSION POINT B:

Having answered the question “What does it mean to be Catholic”, please briefly establish
the main lines of convergence and divergence between Roman Catholicism, Eastern
Catholicism and Old Western Catholicism, focusing on the Tenets of Faith and Sacraments,
as the principal pillars of the Christian Economy of Salvation.

Max. Words: Up to 500 (1 A4 Page). Marking Points: Up to 20.

DISCUSSION POINT C:

Having as your departure point I-Text C, discuss how and why it may be relevant for an
understanding of Christian and Western Civilisation’s two-thousand-year journey to the
present day; and indeed how a weakening of Christianity as its supporting pillar may result
into an existential threat to Western Civilisation’s survival in the Modern World. You may
consult study materials, bibliography and printed media, ensuring appropriate citations.

Max. Words: Up to 2500 (5 A4 Page). Marking Points: Up to 70.
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